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J. CHRISTOPHER PINOT NOIR, SANDRA ADELE,
DUNDEE HILLS 2013

[92]  Wine Enthusiast
—Cellar Selection—
In a strong lineup of beautifully balanced Pinots, this
cuvée shows just a touch more stem and leaf, and keeps
the fruit on the tart end of the berry and cherry spectrum.
The tannins remain a bit stiff and unyielding, but overall
the punch and weight suggest that this is a wine bound
for further development and improvement in the bottle.
June 2016

J. CHRISTOPHER PINOT NOIR, LIA’S
VINEYARD, CHEHALEM MOUNTAINS 2013

[94] Wine Enthusiast
—Cellar Selections—
This begins with compelling aromas of rose petals and
breakfast tea. Those tea-like tannins underscore an ele-
gant wine with subtle fruit flavors. A delicate dance part-
ners the fresh cherry fruit, baking spices and other
barrel-influenced accents, soft but penetrating tannins and
the lightly chalky minerality. Lovely already.  June 2016

J. CHRISTOPHER PINOT NOIR, OLENIK
VINEYARD, CHEHALEM MOUNTAINS 2013

[93]  Wine & Spirits
—Year’s Best US Pinot Noir—
A kind of cumulative warmth, like a lingering sunbeam,
warms the mineral, earthy core of this dark red. It leads
with scents of cherry and tar, the flavors velvety with
humus-like minerality. This wine expands with air, and
the soil character begins to unfurl, giving the finish a firm
mineral snap.  April 2016

[93]  Wine Enthusiast
Expressive and loaded with fruit, mineral and spice com-
ponents, this powerful wine centers around dense flavors
of black cherry and cassis. Threads of coffee, caramel, wet
rock and citrus keep coming through, and the wine seems
to gain strength as it goes. Just a hint of heat comes out
in the tail end.  June 2016

J. CHRISTOPHER PINOT NOIR, LUMIÈRE,
EOLA-AMITY HILLS 2013

[92]  Wine Enthusiast
Pretty cherry fruit, lightly candied, steals the show here.
There’s a dash of cinnamon and a pleasantly toasty frame
around tannins, all in proportion and delivering clean,
generous flavors through the lingering finish.  June 2016

J. CHRISTOPHER PINOT NOIR, NUAGES,
CHEHALEM MOUNTAINS 2013

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
The Nuages cuvée delicately includes lightly peppery
herbal notes in the fruit-filled wine that leans toward
blueberries and cherries. There is a streak of brown
sugar, and the overall balance is exacting.  June 2016

J. CHRISTOPHER PINOT NOIR, 
DUNDEE HILLS CUVÉE 2013

[91]  Wine Enthusiast
This barrel selection evokes the AVA’s black-cherry fruit
character nicely, keeping it lively and balanced, with
excellent depth. Tasting the wine is like gazing into a
deep pool; the flavors keep pushing further into the finish.
Streaks of coffee and milk chocolate are in the mix, but
it’s the excellent fruit that captures your attention and
holds it.  June 2016
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[91]  Wine & Spirits
The pure red-fruited drive of Dundee Hills pinot comes
through in this fresh, generous 2013, lent complexity by
some pipe-tobacco spiciness and dusty mineral flavor. It’s
simple, but irresistible.  June 2016

J. CHRISTOPHER PINOT NOIR, 
WILLAMETTE VALLEY 2013

[91]  Wine & Spirits
—Best Buy—
—Year’s Best US Pinot Noir—
A lifted, high-toned red, this pinot noir has a scent of
raspberries and a persistent, juicy freshness. It’s delicate
and fine, with a tension on the finish that suggests a pair-
ing with roast sturgeon.  April 2016

[90]  Wine Enthusiast
Fragrant and generously fruity, this is a bowl of raspber-
ries and cherries, with just the right acidity to keep it
lively and fresh. Light suggestions of cola and nutmeg add
further interest.  June 2016

J. CHRISTOPHER SAUVIGNON BLANC,
WILLAMETTE VALLEY 2013

[92]  wineanorak.com
Highly aromatic and grassy with pretty lemon and grape-
fruit notes. Delicate palate is bright  with lovely citrus
fruit as well as passionfruit and tangerine. Expressive and
pretty.  July 2014
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